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A note about this book, February 12, 2004:
As you will see, when you read the text beneath this section, I released
this book a little over a year ago under the terms of a Creative Commons
license that allowed my readers to freely redistribute the text without
needing any further permission from me. In this fashion, I enlisted my
readers in the service of a grand experiment, to see how my book could
find its way into cultural relevance and commercial success. The experiment worked out very satisfactorily.
When I originally licensed the book under the terms set out in the next
section, I did so in the most conservative fashion possible, using CC's
most restrictive license. I wanted to dip my toe in before taking a plunge.
I wanted to see if the sky would fall: you see writers are routinely
schooled by their peers that maximal copyright is the only thing that
stands between us and penury, and so ingrained was this lesson in me
that even though I had the intellectual intuition that a "some rights reserved" regime would serve me well, I still couldn't shake the atavistic
fear that I was about to do something very foolish indeed.
It wasn't foolish. I've since released a short story collection (A Place So
Foreign and Eight More and a second novel (Eastern Standard Tribe) in
this fashion, and my career is turning over like a goddamned locomotive
engine. I am thrilled beyond words (an extraordinary circumstance for a
writer!) at the way that this has all worked out.
And so now I'm going to take a little bit of a plunge. Today, in coincidence with my talk at the O'Reilly Emerging Technology Conference
(Ebooks: Neither E, Nor Books).
I am re-licensing this book under a far less restrictive Creative Commons license, the Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license. This is
a license that allows you, the reader, to noncommercially "remix" this
book Ñ you have my blessing to make your own translations, radio and
film adaptations, sequels, fan fiction, missing chapters, machine remixes,
you name it. A number of you assumed that you had my blessing to do
this in the first place, and I can't say that I've been at all put out by the
delightful and creative derivative works created from this book, but now
you have my explicit blessing, and I hope you'll use it.
Here's the license in summary:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/1.0/
You are free:
* to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work
* to make derivative works
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Under the following conditions:
Attribution. You must give the original author credit.
Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.
Share Alike. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may
distribute the resulting work only under a license identical to this one.
* For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work.
* Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the
author.
Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the above.
And here is the license in full:
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 1.0
CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND
DOES NOTPROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS
DRAFT LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT
RELATIONSHIP.
CREATIVE
COMMONS
PROVIDES
THIS
INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS
MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION
PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM ITS USE.
License
THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE
TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL"
OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/
OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER
THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE IS PROHIBITED.
BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE,
YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS
LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED
HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH
TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
1. Definitions
1. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its entirety in unmodified
form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate
and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective
whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered
a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.
2. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the
Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical
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arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version,
sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any
other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted,
except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.
3. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under
the terms of this License.
4. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the
Work.
5. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under
the terms of this License.
6. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.
2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit,
or restrict any rights arising from fair use first sale or other limitations on
the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other
applicable laws.
3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive,
perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:
1. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more
Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2. to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform
publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission
the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;
4. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform
publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission
Derivative Works;
The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether
now known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to
make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the
rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.
4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly
made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:
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1. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly
digitally perform the Work only under the terms of this License, and You
must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform. You may
not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms
of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder.
You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that
refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not
distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or
use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License
Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the
Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a
Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent
practicable, remove from the Collective Work any reference to such Licensor or the Original Author, as requested. If You create a Derivative
Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any reference to such Licensor or
the Original Author, as requested.
2. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly
digitally perform a Derivative Work only under the terms of this License,
and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for,
this License with every copy or phonorecord of each Derivative Work
You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally
perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Derivative
Works that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder, and You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You
may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Derivative Work with any technological measures that
control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms
of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Derivative Work as
incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Derivative Work itself to be made subject to the
terms of this License.
3. You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3
above in any manner that is primarily intended for or directed toward
commercial advantage or private monetary compensation. The exchange
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of the Work for other copyrighted works by means of digital file-sharing
or otherwise shall not be considered to be intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation,
provided there is no payment of any monetary compensation in connection with the exchange of copyrighted works.
4. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works or Collective Works,
You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and give the Original Author credit reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing
by conveying the name (or pseudonym if applicable) of the Original
Author if supplied; the title of the Work if supplied; in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative
Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or
"Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit
may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that
in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such
credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable
authorship credit.
5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
1. By offering the Work for public release under this License, Licensor
represents and warrants that, to the best of Licensor's knowledge after
reasonable inquiry:
1. Licensor has secured all rights in the Work necessary to grant the license rights hereunder and to permit the lawful exercise of the rights
granted hereunder without You having any obligation to pay any royalties, compulsory license fees, residuals or any other payments;
2. The Work does not infringe the copyright, trademark, publicity
rights, common law rights or any other right of any third party or constitute defamation, invasion of privacy or other tortious injury to any third
party.
2. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS LICENSE OR
OTHERWISE AGREED IN WRITING OR REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE
LAW, THE WORK IS LICENSED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES
REGARDING THE CONTENTS OR ACCURACY OF THE WORK.
6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, AND EXCEPT FOR DAMAGES ARISING FROM
LIABILITY TO A THIRD PARTY RESULTING FROM BREACH OF THE
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WARRANTIES IN SECTION 5, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE
LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE
WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
7. Termination
1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works
from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance
with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.
2. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is
perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work
under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any
time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be,
granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue
in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.
8. Miscellaneous
1. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a
Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work
on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under
this License.
2. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative
Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the original Work on
the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this
License.
3. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the
parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
4. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no
breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing
and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.
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5. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties
with respect to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings,
agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified
here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may
appear in any communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.
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Prologue
I lived long enough to see the cure for death; to see the rise of the Bitchun Society, to learn ten languages; to compose three symphonies; to realize my boyhood dream of taking up residence in Disney World; to see
the death of the workplace and of work.
I never thought IÕd live to see the day when Keep A-MovinÕ Dan
would decide to deadhead until the heat death of the Universe.
Dan was in his second or third blush of youth when I first met him,
sometime late-XXI. He was a rangy cowpoke, apparent 25 or so, all
rawhide squint-lines and sunburned neck, boots worn thin and infinitely
comfortable. I was in the middle of my Chem thesis, my fourth Doctorate, and he was taking a break from Saving the World, chilling on campus in Toronto and core-dumping for some poor Anthro major. We
hooked up at the Grad StudentsÕ UnionÑthe GSU, or Gazoo for those
who knewÑon a busy Friday night, spring-ish. I was fighting a coralslow battle for a stool at the scratched bar, inching my way closer every
time the press of bodies shifted, and he had one of the few seats, surrounded by a litter of cigarette junk and empties, clearly encamped.
Some duration into my foray, he cocked his head at me and raised a
sun-bleached eyebrow. ÒYou get any closer, son, and weÕre going to have
to get a pre-nup.Ó
I was apparent forty or so, and I thought about bridling at being called
son, but I looked into his eyes and decided that he had enough realtime
that he could call me son anytime he wanted. I backed off a little and
apologized.
He struck a cig and blew a pungent, strong plume over the bartenderÕs
head. ÒDonÕt worry about it. IÕm probably a little over accustomed to
personal space.Ó
I couldnÕt remember the last time IÕd heard anyone on-world talk
about personal space. With the mortality rate at zero and the birth-rate at
non-zero, the world was inexorably accreting a dense carpet of people,
even with the migratory and deadhead drains on the population.
ÒYouÕve been jaunting?Ó I askedÑhis eyes were too sharp for him to
have missed an instantÕs experience to deadheading.
He chuckled. ÒNo sir, not me. IÕm into the kind of macho shitheadery
that you only come across on-world. JauntingÕs for play; I need work.Ó
The bar-glass tinkled a counterpoint.
I took a moment to conjure a HUD with his Whuffie score on it. I had
to resize the windowÑhe had too many zeroes to fit on my standard
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display. I tried to act cool, but he caught the upwards flick of my eyes
and then their involuntary widening. He tried a little aw-shucksery, gave
it up and let a prideful grin show.
ÒI try not to pay it much mind. Some people, they get overly grateful.Ó
He mustÕve seen my eyes flick up again, to pull his Whuffie history.
ÒWait, donÕt go doing thatÑIÕll tell you about it, you really got to know.
ÒDamn, you know, itÕs so easy to get used to life without hyperlinks.
YouÕd think youÕd really miss Õem, but you donÕt.Ó
And it clicked for me. He was a missionaryÑone of those fringedwellers who act as emissary from the Bitchun Society to the benighted
corners of the world where, for whatever reasons, they want to die,
starve, and choke on petrochem waste. ItÕs amazing that these communities survive more than a generation; in the Bitchun Society proper,
we usually outlive our detractors. The missionaries donÕt have such a
high success rateÑyou have to be awfully convincing to get through to a
culture thatÕs already successfully resisted nearly a centuryÕs worth of
propagandaÑbut when you convert a whole village, you accrue all the
Whuffie they have to give. More often, missionaries end up getting refreshed from a backup after they arenÕt heard from for a decade or so. IÕd
never met one in the flesh before.
ÒHow many successful missions have you had?Ó I asked.
ÒFigured it out, huh? IÕve just come off my fifth in twenty
yearsÑcounterrevolutionaries hidden out in the old Cheyenne Mountain
NORAD site, still there a generation later.Ó He sandpapered his whiskers
with his fingertips. ÒTheir parents went to ground after their lifeÕs savings vanished, and they had no use for tech any more advanced than a
rifle. Plenty of those, though.Ó
He spun a fascinating yarn then, how he slowly gained the acceptance
of the mountain-dwellers, and then their trust, and then betrayed it in
subtle, beneficent ways: introducing Free Energy to their greenhouses,
then a gengineered crop or two, then curing a couple deaths, slowly
inching them toward the Bitchun Society, until they couldnÕt remember
why they hadnÕt wanted to be a part of it from the start. Now they were
mostly off-world, exploring toy frontiers with unlimited energy and unlimited supplies and deadheading through the dull times en route.
ÒI guess itÕd be too much of a shock for them to stay on-world. They
think of us as the enemy, you knowÑthey had all kinds of plans drawn
up for when we invaded them and took them away; hollow suicide
teeth, booby-traps, fall-back-and-rendezvous points for the survivors.
They just canÕt get over hating us, even though we donÕt even know they
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exist. Off-world, they can pretend that theyÕre still living rough and
hard.Ó He rubbed his chin again, his hard calluses grating over his
whiskers. ÒBut for me, the real rough life is right here, on-world. The
little enclaves, each one is like an alternate history of humanityÑwhat if
weÕd taken the Free Energy, but not deadheading? What if weÕd taken
deadheading, but only for the critically ill, not for people who didnÕt
want to be bored on long bus-rides? Or no hyperlinks, no ad-hocracy, no
Whuffie? Each one is different and wonderful.Ó
I have a stupid habit of arguing for the sake of, and I found myself
saying, ÒWonderful? Oh sure, nothing finer than, oh, letÕs see, dying,
starving, freezing, broiling, killing, cruelty and ignorance and pain and
misery. I know I sure miss it.Ó
Keep A-MovinÕ Dan snorted. ÒYou think a junkie misses sobriety?Ó
I knocked on the bar. ÒHello! There arenÕt any junkies anymore!Ó
He struck another cig. ÒBut you know what a junkie is, right? Junkies
donÕt miss sobriety, because they donÕt remember how sharp everything
was, how the pain made the joy sweeter. We canÕt remember what it was
like to work to earn our keep; to worry that there might not be enough,
that we might get sick or get hit by a bus. We donÕt remember what it
was like to take chances, and we sure as shit donÕt remember what it felt
like to have them pay off.Ó
He had a point. Here I was, only in my second or third adulthood, and
already ready to toss it all in and do something, anything, else. He had a
pointÑbut I wasnÕt about to admit it. ÒSo you say. I say, I take a chance
when I strike up a conversation in a bar, when I fall in love É And what
about the deadheads? Two people I know, they just went deadhead for
ten thousand years! Tell me thatÕs not taking a chance!Ó Truth be told, almost everyone IÕd known in my eighty-some years were deadheading or
jaunting or just gone. Lonely days, then.
ÒBrother, thatÕs committing half-assed suicide. The way weÕre going,
theyÕll be lucky if someone doesnÕt just switch Õem off when it comes
time to reanimate. In case you havenÕt noticed, itÕs getting a little
crowded around here.Ó
I made pish-tosh sounds and wiped off my forehead with a bar-napkinÑthe Gazoo was beastly hot on summer nights. ÒUh-huh, just like the
world was getting a little crowded a hundred years ago, before Free Energy. Like it was getting too greenhousey, too nukey, too hot or too cold.
We fixed it then, weÕll fix it again when the time comes. IÕm gonna be
here in ten thousand years, you damn betcha, but I think IÕll do it the
long way around.Ó
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He cocked his head again, and gave it some thought. If it had been any
of the other grad students, IÕd have assumed he was grepping for some
bolstering factoids to support his next sally. But with him, I just knew he
was thinking about it, the old-fashioned way.
ÒI think that if IÕm still here in ten thousand years, IÕm going to be
crazy as hell. Ten thousand years, pal! Ten thousand years ago, the stateof-the-art was a goat. You really think youÕre going to be anything recognizably human in a hundred centuries? Me, IÕm not interested in being a
post-person. IÕm going to wake up one day, and IÕm going to say, ÔWell, I
guess IÕve seen about enough,Õ and thatÕll be my last day.Ó
I had seen where he was going with this, and I had stopped paying attention while I readied my response. I probably should have paid more
attention. ÒBut why? Why not just deadhead for a few centuries, see if
thereÕs anything that takes your fancy, and if not, back to sleep for a few
more? Why do anything so final?Ó
He embarrassed me by making a show of thinking it over again, making me feel like I was just a half-pissed glib poltroon. ÒI suppose itÕs because nothing else is. IÕve always known that someday, I was going to
stop moving, stop seeking, stop kicking, and have done with it. ThereÕll
come a day when I donÕt have anything left to do, except stop.Ó
On campus, they called him Keep-A-MovinÕ Dan, because of his cowboy vibe and because of his lifestyle, and he somehow grew to take over
every conversation I had for the next six months. I pinged his Whuffie a
few times, and noticed that it was climbing steadily upward as he accumulated more esteem from the people he met.
IÕd pretty much pissed away most of my WhuffieÑall the savings
from the symphonies and the first three thesesÑdrinking myself stupid
at the Gazoo, hogging library terminals, pestering profs, until IÕd expended all the respect anyone had ever afforded me. All except Dan, who,
for some reason, stood me to regular beers and meals and movies.
I got to feeling like I was someone specialÑnot everyone had a chum
as exotic as Keep-A-MovinÕ Dan, the legendary missionary who visited
the only places left that were closed to the Bitchun Society. I canÕt say for
sure why he hung around with me. He mentioned once or twice that
heÕd liked my symphonies, and heÕd read my Ergonomics thesis on
applying theme-park crowd-control techniques in urban settings, and
liked what I had to say there. But I think it came down to us having a
good time needling each other.
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IÕd talk to him about the vast carpet of the future unrolling before us,
of the certainty that we would encounter alien intelligences some day, of
the unimaginable frontiers open to each of us. HeÕd tell me that deadheading was a strong indicator that oneÕs personal reservoir of introspection and creativity was dry; and that without struggle, there is no real
victory.
This was a good fight, one we could have a thousand times without
resolving. IÕd get him to concede that Whuffie recaptured the true essence of money: in the old days, if you were broke but respected, you
wouldnÕt starve; contrariwise, if you were rich and hated, no sum could
buy you security and peace. By measuring the thing that money really
representedÑyour personal capital with your friends and neighborsÑyou more accurately gauged your success.
And then heÕd lead me down a subtle, carefully baited trail that led to
my allowing that while, yes, we might someday encounter alien species
with wild and fabulous ways, that right now, there was a slightly depressing homogeneity to the world.
On a fine spring day, I defended my thesis to two embodied humans
and one prof whose body was out for an overhaul, whose consciousness
was present via speakerphone from the computer where it was resting.
They all liked it. I collected my sheepskin and went out hunting for Dan
in the sweet, flower-stinking streets.
HeÕd gone. The Anthro major heÕd been torturing with his war-stories
said that theyÕd wrapped up that morning, and heÕd headed to the
walled city of Tijuana, to take his shot with the descendants of a platoon
of US Marines whoÕd settled there and cut themselves off from the Bitchun Society.
So I went to Disney World.
In deference to Dan, I took the flight in realtime, in the minuscule cabin reserved for those of us who stubbornly refused to be frozen and
stacked like cordwood for the two hour flight. I was the only one taking
the trip in realtime, but a flight attendant dutifully served me a urinesample-sized orange juice and a rubbery, pungent, cheese omelet. I
stared out the windows at the infinite clouds while the autopilot banked
around the turbulence, and wondered when IÕd see Dan next.
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Chapter

1

My girlfriend was 15 percent of my age, and I was old-fashioned enough
that it bugged me. Her name was Lil, and she was second-generation
Disney World, her parents being among the original ad-hocracy that
took over the management of Liberty Square and Tom Sawyer Island.
She was, quite literally, raised in Walt Disney World and it showed.
It showed. She was neat and efficient in her every little thing, from her
shining red hair to her careful accounting of each gear and cog in the animatronics that were in her charge. Her folks were in canopic jars in Kissimmee, deadheading for a few centuries.
On a muggy Wednesday, we dangled our feet over the edge of the
Liberty BelleÕs riverboat pier, watching the listless Confederate flag over
Fort Langhorn on Tom Sawyer Island by moonlight. The Magic Kingdom was all closed up and every last guest had been chased out the gate
underneath the Main Street train station, and we were able to breathe a
heavy sigh of relief, shuck parts of our costumes, and relax together
while the cicadas sang.
I was more than a century old, but there was still a kind of magic in
having my arm around the warm, fine shoulders of a girl by moonlight,
hidden from the hustle of the cleaning teams by the turnstiles, breathing
the warm, moist air. Lil plumped her head against my shoulder and gave
me a butterfly kiss under my jaw.
ÒHer name was McGill,Ó I sang, gently.
ÒBut she called herself Lil,Ó she sang, warm breath on my collarbones.
ÒAnd everyone knew her as Nancy,Ó I sang.
IÕd been startled to know that she knew the Beatles. TheyÕd been old
news in my youth, after all. But her parents had given her a thoroughÑif
eclecticÑeducation.
ÒWant to do a walk-through?Ó she asked. It was one of her favorite duties, exploring every inch of the rides in her care with the lights on, after
the horde of tourists had gone. We both liked to see the underpinnings of
the magic. Maybe that was why I kept picking at the relationship.
ÒIÕm a little pooped. LetÕs sit a while longer, if you donÕt mind.Ó
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She heaved a dramatic sigh. ÒOh, all right. Old man.Ó She reached up
and gently tweaked my nipple, and I gave a satisfying little jump. I think
the age difference bothered her, too, though she teased me for letting it
get to me.
ÒI think IÕll be able to manage a totter through the Haunted Mansion,
if you just give me a moment to rest my bursitis.Ó I felt her smile against
my shirt. She loved the Mansion; loved to turn on the ballroom ghosts
and dance their waltz with them on the dusty floor, loved to try and
stare down the marble busts in the library that followed your gaze as
you passed.
I liked it too, but I really liked just sitting there with her, watching the
water and the trees. I was just getting ready to go when I heard a soft
ping inside my cochlea. ÒDamn,Ó I said. ÒIÕve got a call.Ó
ÒTell them youÕre busy,Ó she said.
ÒI will,Ó I said, and answered the call subvocally. ÒJulius here.Ó
ÒHi, Julius. ItÕs Dan. You got a minute?Ó
I knew a thousand Dans, but I recognized the voice immediately,
though itÕd been ten years since we last got drunk at the Gazoo together.
I muted the subvocal and said, ÒLil, IÕve got to take this. Do you mind?Ó
ÒOh, no, not at all,Ó she sarcased at me. She sat up and pulled out her
crack pipe and lit up.
ÒDan,Ó I subvocalized, Òlong time no speak.Ó
ÒYeah, buddy, it sure has been,Ó he said, and his voice cracked on a
sob.
I turned and gave Lil such a look, she dropped her pipe. ÒHow can I
help?Ó she said, softly but swiftly. I waved her off and switched the
phone to full-vocal mode. My voice sounded unnaturally loud in the
cricket-punctuated calm.
ÒWhere you at, Dan?Ó I asked.
ÒDown here, in Orlando. IÕm stuck out on Pleasure Island.Ó
ÒAll right,Ó I said. ÒMeet me at, uh, the AdventurerÕs Club, upstairs on
the couch by the door. IÕll be there inÑÓ I shot a look at Lil, who knew
the castmember-only roads better than I. She flashed ten fingers at me.
ÒTen minutes.Ó
ÒOkay,Ó he said. ÒSorry.Ó He had his voice back under control. I
switched off.
ÒWhatÕs up?Ó Lil asked.
ÒIÕm not sure. An old friend is in town. He sounds like heÕs got a
problem.Ó
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Lil pointed a finger at me and made a trigger-squeezing gesture.
ÒThere,Ó she said. ÒIÕve just dumped the best route to Pleasure Island to
your public directory. Keep me in the loop, okay?Ó
I set off for the utilidor entrance near the Hall of Presidents and booted
down the stairs to the hum of the underground tunnel-system. I took the
slidewalk to cast parking and zipped my little cart out to Pleasure Island.
I found Dan sitting on the L-shaped couch underneath rows of fakedup trophy shots with humorous captions. Downstairs, castmembers
were working the animatronic masks and idols, chattering with the
guests.
Dan was apparent fifty plus, a little paunchy and stubbled. He had
raccoon-mask bags under his eyes and he slumped listlessly. As I approached, I pinged his Whuffie and was startled to see that it had
dropped to nearly zero.
ÒJesus,Ó I said, as I sat down next to him. ÒYou look like hell, Dan.Ó
He nodded. ÒAppearances can be deceptive,Ó he said. ÒBut in this case,
theyÕre bang-on.Ó
ÒYou want to talk about it?Ó I asked.
ÒSomewhere else, huh? I hear they ring in the New Year every night at
midnight; I think thatÕd be a little too much for me right now.Ó
I led him out to my cart and cruised back to the place I shared with Lil,
out in Kissimmee. He smoked eight cigarettes on the twenty minute ride,
hammering one after another into his mouth, filling my runabout with
stinging clouds. I kept glancing at him in the rear-view. He had his eyes
closed, and in repose he looked dead. I could hardly believe that this was
my vibrant action-hero pal of yore.
Surreptitiously, I called LilÕs phone. ÒIÕm bringing him home,Ó I subvocalized. ÒHeÕs in rough shape. Not sure what itÕs all about.Ó
ÒIÕll make up the couch,Ó she said. ÒAnd get some coffee together.
Love you.Ó
ÒBack atcha, kid,Ó I said.
As we approached the tacky little swaybacked ranch-house, he opened
his eyes. ÒYouÕre a pal, Jules.Ó I waved him off. ÒNo, really. I tried to
think of who I could call, and you were the only one. IÕve missed you,
bud.Ó
ÒLil said sheÕd put some coffee on,Ó I said. ÒYou sound like you need
it.Ó
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Lil was waiting on the sofa, a folded blanket and an extra pillow on
the side table, a pot of coffee and some Disneyland Beijing mugs beside
them. She stood and extended her hand. ÒIÕm Lil,Ó she said.
ÒDan,Ó he said. ÒItÕs a pleasure.Ó
I knew she was pinging his Whuffie and I caught her look of surprised
disapproval. Us oldsters who predate Whuffie know that itÕs important;
but to the kids, itÕs the world. Someone without any is automatically suspect. I watched her recover quickly, smile, and surreptitiously wipe her
hand on her jeans. ÒCoffee?Ó she said.
ÒOh, yeah,Ó Dan said, and slumped on the sofa.
She poured him a cup and set it on a coaster on the coffee table. ÒIÕll let
you boys catch up, then,Ó she said, and started for the bedroom.
ÒNo,Ó Dan said. ÒWait. If you donÕt mind. I think itÕd help if I could
talk to someone É younger, too.Ó
She set her face in the look of chirpy helpfulness that all the secondgen castmembers have at their instant disposal and settled into an armchair. She pulled out her pipe and lit a rock. I went through my crack
period before she was born, just after they made it decaf, and I always
felt old when I saw her and her friends light up. Dan surprised me by
holding out a hand to her and taking the pipe. He toked heavily, then
passed it back.
Dan closed his eyes again, then ground his fists into them, sipped his
coffee. It was clear he was trying to figure out where to start.
ÒI believed that I was braver than I really am, is what it boils down
to,Ó he said.
ÒWho doesnÕt?Ó I said.
ÒI really thought I could do it. I knew that someday IÕd run out of
things to do, things to see. I knew that IÕd finish some day. You remember, we used to argue about it. I swore IÕd be done, and that would be the
end of it. And now I am. There isnÕt a single place left on-world that isnÕt
part of the Bitchun Society. There isnÕt a single thing left that I want any
part of.Ó
ÒSo deadhead for a few centuries,Ó I said. ÒPut the decision off.Ó
ÒNo!Ó he shouted, startling both of us. ÒIÕm done. ItÕs over.Ó
ÒSo do it,Ó Lil said.
ÒI canÕt,Ó he sobbed, and buried his face in his hands. He cried like a
baby, in great, snoring sobs that shook his whole body. Lil went into the
kitchen and got some tissue, and passed it to me. I sat alongside him and
awkwardly patted his back.
ÒJesus,Ó he said, into his palms. ÒJesus.Ó
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